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Students
discuss
debate
By Jackson Somes
President Barack Obama and
Republican presidential nominee
Governor Mitt Romney met
head-to-head in Denver, Colo,
for the very first presidential
debate of this election cycle.
USD hosted a viewing party
at the Hahn University Center
Forum C, which was filled with
students and teachers. Domestic
policy was the topic on Oct. 3,
with special emphasis on what
many are calling the most critical
issue, the economy.
At the viewing party hosted
by USD's political science
department, students expressed
the issues they wished to hear
discussed at the debate. Some
of the topics brought up by the
students included education and
military spending, health care
and political consistency of the
candidates.
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The outside of Chic-fil-A on Sports Arena Blvd. Associated Students is working to sever the school's ties with the company.

Chicken on the cutting board
Associated Students issues a statement asking USD
athletics to cease partnership with
By Matt Hose
Associated Students has
presented a statement to USD
athletics asking them to cut off
a sponsorship with Southernbased chicken restaurant Chickfil-A.
The declaration comes
amidst intense media coverage

over CEO Dan Cathy's openly
stated views opposing gay
marriage. Cathy's statement
led to protests and boycotts
across the country. It also led
to the reactionary "Chick-fil-A
Appreciation Day," an event
launched by former Arkansas
governor Mike Huckabee during
which supporters of Cathy's

statement bought Chick-fil-A
sandwiches around the country.
Following the declaration
by Cathy, several universities,
such as Northeastern University
in Boston, have cut off affiliation
with the restaurant.
These severances have
mainly been prompted by the
discovery that the WinShape

Casey
professor

Dominguei,
of

political

a

science,

Foundation,
Chick-fil-A's
philanthropic organization, has
donated money to groups such
as the Family Research Council.
FRC was designated as a hate
group by the Southern Poverty
Law Center.
In this light, AS decided

said that the the economy was
the most important issue in this
election.
"Obama's
chances
for
reelection are heavily affected by
economic factors," Dominguez
said.
Dominguez
cited
high
unemployment
levels,
the
housing crisis and the-national
debt as the most important

See CHICKEN, Page 2

See DEBATE, Page 4

Betas get barreled and radical for a cause
By Taylor Cabalse
For the past four years,
USD's Beta Theta Pi fraternity
has been trying to make a
difference by helping the non
profit organization Life Rolls On.
By hosting their fourth annual
Surf As One competition on Oct.
6, Beta along with many students
from the USD community helped
this life changing organization by
raising $2,500.
Since its establishment in
2002, LRO uses action sports
such as surfing, skating and
snowboarding programs to inspire
those who have been affected by
spinal cord injuries to not be held

back by paralysis. According
to their website, LRO fosters
spinal cord injury awareness and
provides individuals and their
families with outreach at the
onset of injury.
"It is such an incredible
experience seeing so many other
organizations supporting us and
our philanthropy," junior Sam
Littlefield said. "It is an awesome
way to raise this money for such a
great foundation."
Last year Beta earned $4,000
and donated all proceeds to LRO .
A large portion of this donation
was from the silent auction item,
a 5'11" short board designed and

See SURF, Page 5

rnoto courtesy ot David bittner

A contestant rides a wave at Mission Beach for Beta's philanthropy event, Surf As One.
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catch aVISTA reader

By Matt Hose
A song so powerful that it
can change my perspective on
life has lyrics that are simple
enough: "Open up your arms
and hold on to/Everything you
own that owns you too/And just
let it all go."
Even if these lyrics don't
convey a revolutionary message
or have the lyrical depth of Bob
Dylan, they give me chills every
time I hear this song.
They remind me to flash
a smile at the people I pass on
the way to class, to stop for a
few minutes and breathe in the
lavender on USD's nature path,
to clear my mind of all the
vanities cluttering my brain and
liver.
This song is called "Created"
by Portugal. The Man (yes, their
name has a period in it). If asked,
I could probably rifever describe
the impact that it has on me each
time I listen to it.
Its lyrics are mediocre at
best and a product of the hippierenaissance idea of love minus
material possessions.
But somehow, the ambient
strings, the falsetto, singing
and the ringing guitar all come
together to strike a certain chord
inside me that I have not felt
from any other song.
Of course, this feeling has
led me to show this song to my
friends, a natural tendency for
the social human being. Indeed,
they can all agree that it is a good
song.
But have I ever seen the
reaction within them that I feel
in myself towards these three
lines of poetry?
As I watch them listening to
the song, I stare intently to see
their reactions. In the end, they
seem mildly impressed. And
that's it.
The song that has the
capability to change my day,
that decides whether or not I will
smile at you on the street, is just
okay to my friends.
I am not sure if I will ever
find out what makes us have
these different reaction to the
exact same music.
It could be that my life's
experiences makes the lyrics
more engaging to me. When the
song tells me, "Let it all go,"
it makes me feel that nothing
else in the world matters in that
moment.
I only hope that everyone
else can find their own song
that does this. I hope they won't
base their tastes on whatever is
popular at the moment or what
is causing the current music
revolution.
Everyone should make
music an intensely personal
experience, because it has the
power to move us in ways that
nothing else can.
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FreshmanThomas Bruno is suprised to see TheVista photographer as he reads the paper in Frank's Lounge

Associated Students working to
sever school's ties with Chic-fil-A
CHICKEN, continued from
Front Page
to send a letter to USD Athletic
Director Ky Snyder asking
the sports program to cease
affiliation with the chicken
restaurant.
Senior Yasamin Mahallaty,
the vice president of AS, a
member of PRIDE and a
Rainbow Educator, said that the
issue is a matter of the inclusion
of all students.
"It's important that we have
a clear cut view of what we stand
for, what we believe, and [what
we promote as] student life for
all students," Mahallaty said.
"The AS mission statement is in
place to promote the inclusion
of all students. The university's
mission statement [promotes
inclusion] as well. Both our
mission statements and Catholic
social teaching...were [what] we
really hooked on in developing
the letter and developing a stance
on [the school's partnership with
Chick-fil-A]."
Mahallaty
admits
that
her research into Chick-filA's business practices began

because of Cathy's announced
opinion on gay marriage and
the enormous amount of media
coverage that followed.
However, she said that gay
marriage is not the central issue

said] we have to intervene.
SPLC, a non-profit group
that has won several court cases
against groups such as the Ku
Klux Klan, declared the FRC a
hate group in 2010.

"It's important that we have
a clear cut view of what we
stand for, what we believe, and
[what we promote as] student
life for all students
of AS's decision.
Rather, they have opposed
Chic-fil-A because 'of their
donations to hate groups such as
FRC.
"A common misconception
is that the reason that we are
asking them to disaffiliate is
because of the CEO's stance on
gay marriage," Mahallaty said.
"Our main [concern] is their
affiliation with these groups that
are deemed hate groups by the
Southern Poverty Law Research
Center...In finding that out [we

"The FRC often makes
false claims about the LGBT
community based on discredited
research and junk science,"
SPLC said on its website. "The
intention is to denigrate LGBT
people in their battle against
same-sex marriage, hate crimes
laws, anti-bullying programs
and the repeal of the military's
'Don't Ask, Don't Tell' policy."
Following this declaration
by the SPLC, combined with
the media coverage following
Cathy's
statements,
some

universities began severing ties
with Chick-fil-A.
Student
senators
at
Northeastern
University
in
Boston voted 31 to 5 to ban
Chick-fil-A from their campus,
according to the website for
"Advocate", a magazine for gay
rights.
Petitions to ban Chick-fil-A
from college campuses have also
spread to universities such as
New York University, University
of Southern Mississippi, Duke
University and other schools,
according to Campus Pride's
website.
USD's partnership with
Chick-fil-A consists of a deal in
which Chick-fil-A gives away
food at some sporting events
in promotion of the teams,
according to Snyder.
"Every
one
of
our
partnerships is important to us,"
Snyder said. "This [partnership]
is very much surrounded around
student promotion."
Nevertheless,
he
has
listened to AS's position, and
they are scheduled to meet to
further discuss the issue next
week.
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October I - October 8

October 01, 20 I 2

October 07, 20 12

October 03, 2012

Location: MISSIONS A

At 9:23 a.m. Public Safety respond
ed to a report of a theft. Upon
investigation, a student's passport
was stolen on Sept. 29 between 4
a.m. and 10 p.m.

Location:
JUSTICE

KROC INSTITUTE FOR PEACE &

At 6:42 p.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of a theft. Upon inves
tigation, an employee's wallet was
removed from an unlocked desk
drawer between 1:40 and 4:30 p.m.

Location: STUDENT LIFE PAVILION

At 11:33 p.m. Public Safety re
sponded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, a student's
iPhone was stolen from her purse
between 4:30 and 5 p.m.

October 01, 2012

October 05, 2012

October 08, 2012

Location.
RACK

Location: SPORTS CTR MAIN BUILDING

Location: MARIAN WY @ FOUNDERS HALL

At 12:39 p.m. Public Safety respond
ed to a report of a theft. Upon
investigation, a student's secured
bicycle was stolen between Sept. 30
at 9:30 p.m. and Oct. I at 12:30 p.m.

At 10:11 a.m. Public Safety respond
ed to a report of a theft. Upon
investigation, the hubcaps were
removed from a university vehicle
between Sept. 28 at 9 a.m. and Oct.
I at 9 a.m.

At 2:56 a.m. Public Safety could smell
the strong odor of marijuana coming
from a vehicle. Upon investigation,
three students were contacted inside
of the vehicle. They were deter
mined to be in possession of marijua
na and under the influence of alcohol.
SDPD was contacted and the driver
of the vehicle was arrested for driv
ing under the influence of alcohol.

SAN ANTONIO DE PADUA BIKE

October 02, 201 2

October 07, 2012

Location: MISSIONS A

Location: CAMINO HALL

At 8:35 p.m. Public Safety respond
ed to a report of possible mari
juana use. Upon investigation, one
student was charged with posses
sion of marijuana.

At 5:06 p.m. Public Safety respond
ed to a report of possible marijuana
use. Upon investigation, three stu
dents were charged with possession
of marijuana.

16 17
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Vice presidential
conversation
viewing party
with a
UC room 128
peaceMaker:
5:30 p.m.
Radha Paudel
of Nepal
Joan B. Kroc
institute of peace Media School Fair
and justice theatre UC Forum A
12:30-2 p.m.
12:30-1:30 p.m.

Homecoming
Family weekend!

Speaker Luncheon:
Roberto Servitje Sendra
Warren Auditorium
Mother Rosalie Hill Hall
12:00-1:45 p.m.

THE VISTA
Editorial 619.260.4584

Business 619.206.4714

Anyone having information regarding
these incidents please contact Public
Safety at 619-260-7777.

Conversation with a
PeaceMaker:
Ludmila Popovici
of Moldova
Peace and Justice theatre
12:30-1:30 p.m.
Presidential Debate:
Town Hall
UC forum C
5:30 p.m.
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The Vista publication is written and edited by USD
students and funded by revenues generated by advertising
and a student fee. Advertising material published is for
information purposes only and is not to be construed as an
expressed or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University. The Vista
office is located on the fourth floor of the Student Life Pa
vilion in room 403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:

The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
The first copies of the newspaper are complimentary,
all copies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publication are not neces
sarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego
or of its student body.
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office. Letters should be limited to 300 words and must
be signed. For identification purposes. USD identification
numbers and writer's year must be included in the letter.
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Medical writer discusses unethical
history of experimentation on blacks
EDITOR
Matt Hose

rnhose@usdvista.coni

By Matt Hose
Harriet
Washington,
a
medical writer, believes that bias
and racism in the field of medicine
caused, and is still causing, pain in
African American communities.
She gave a lecture for the
10th anniversary of the Dr.
Eugene M. Labovitz lecture
series, named after the professor
who co-founded the ethnic studies
department at USD.
Her lecture focused on topics
included in her book, "Medical
Apartheid: The Dark History
of Medical Experimentation on
Black Americans from Colonial
Times to Present." The lecture
occured on Oct. 3., in the Hahn
University Center Forums.
At the lecture, she exposed
several of history's venerated
physicians as experimenters on
African Americans and said that
history has been modified to
mollify these injustices.
"Medical ethics has been
edited," Washington said, adding
that history has "manufactured
bias" against telling of the
experiments
committed
on
African Americans.
She went on to declare that
people on the whole are biased to
believe that science is more likely
to be correct in its judgment than
other disciplines.

"Scientists,
like
others,
cherish
their
mythologies,"
Washington said.
Some of these mythologies
were 19th century unwritten codes
that told scientists that African
Americans were uglier and less
intelligent than whites, and that
they had brutish sexual instincts.
Washington even found receipts
from doctors' prescription books
recommending "nine drops of
essence of rawhide" for slave
owners to administer to their
slaves.
She also invoked the example
of J. Marion Sims, the pioneer

an ethnic studies major, related
Washington's speech to his own
family history.
"My dad would tell me
stories [when I was younger],"
Grimes said. "He didn't go to the
hospital when he was growing up,
and he was very sick. And part of
it was the distress of the medical
system, and the forms of medical
care that were created. I wondered
why my family didn't go to the
hospital when they were sick. You
would go to a hospital down in
Chula Vista and you would go to a
hospital in La Jolla and you could
blatantly see the difference just in
the appearance. One might have
bulletproof glass and the other
one, you're free to make contact
with the people working there."
He agreed with much of what
Washington
had to say.
Matt Hose/The Vista
"The medical field in its
Harriet Washington giving a lecture about the history of medical treatment for slaves in the U.S.
practice is deemed untouchable.
of modern gynecology whose operations,
however.
These given consent forms to perform You're not supposed to relate race,
figure is venerated in New York procedures also extended to black these experiments.
class and all these other issues to
City's central park. He was a men, according to Washington. To
Senior Yasamin Shoriz, the the medical field. So with ethnic
19th century doctor who began try to cure heat strokes, she said, executive producer of USD TV, studies [as my major] I want to
the medical operations of vaginal doctors would place black men was shocked to hear some of break ethnic barriers...similar to
surgeries.
in hot pits and begin to give them Washington's stories.
the work of Washington."
Nevertheless,
said experimental pills to see if they
He was most struck with the
"I found that it was really
Washington, few know that would reduce the chances of heat shocking to know that even just as audience's reaction to the lecture.
before he performed any of his stroke. If the man fainted, doctors recently as 50 years ago...African
"[What struck me the most]
operations on white women, tried a different drug.
Americans were treated as second were the reactions from the
he "borrowed" slaves from
To Washington, the bias class citizens and that doctors felt audience in hearing some of the
slave owners and tested out his against
African
Americans that they didn't need to adhere to examples of experimentation
technique. These women were not during those days was evident. any form of medical ethics when on African Americans, and
provided with anesthesia during Doctors believed that runaway conducting research on them," some of these theories that she's
these proceedings, even though it slaves suffered from a mental Shoriz said.
presenting about the relationship
was readily available, according disorder, which they coined
Alberto Pulido, chair of the between industry and the medical
to Washington.
"drapetomania."
department of ethnic studies at field," Grimes said. "It made me
However, Washington did not
After
discussing
these USD, believes that the purpose of feel that the work we did to bring
stop with this case. She cited the injustices, Washington talked the lecture series and the ethnic her here really had an impact.
first hysterectomies, or removal of about her new book, "Deadly studies program as a whole is This is something that the prethe uterus, and caesarean sections Monopolies," which deals with to offer different perspective on health community at USD needs,
as being performed on black the influence of industries in the history and current events.
and this is something that the
women.
modern medical field.
"How does truth get defined?" community as a whole at USD
"Every reproductive surgery
According to Washington, he asked, answering by saying needs."
that was perfected in the 20th most medical research is now that people like Washington help
The lecture series will be
century was perfected or done on conducted
in
third-world to define the truth from different renamed to the "Ethnic Studies
black or mulatto women," said countries, where cost is minimal perspectives, which is at the heart Movement Lecture Series" in
Washington.
and where natives have not been of a liberal arts education.
honor of the students like Grimes
It
wasn't
only
black exposed to many medicines. She
Senior Andrew
Grimes, who have worked with the ethnic
women who suffered from these said that these people are not a pre-med student who is also studies department.

Students and professors discuss presidential debate
DEBATE, continued from
Front Page
issues facing the candidates this
election.
Tom
Reifer, professor
of sociology, stated before
the debate that he would like
to see discussion focusing on
wealth and income disparities
in America. He also wanted to
hear about Governor Romney's
47 percent comment and some
of the unfulfilled promises of
President Obama.
Thirty
minutes
before
the debate started, with nearly
every chair in the forum filled,
Dominguez led the group
discussion. She particularly
emphasized the fact that most
people who watch debates are
the people who are politically
engaged and have already
decided who they are voting for.

Dominguez
does
not
believe that these debates have
the substantial power to swing
votes.
"This is a sporting event,"
Dominguez said in an interview
with The Vista.
In concurrence with those
statements, when a poll of the
crowd was taken asking who
was still undecided, not a single
hand was raised.
According to Dominguez
the real impact of the debate
will be felt through the media
coverage afterward.
After
the
pre-debate
conversations, the audience
quieted as the event began.
Most students agreed that
Governor Romney won the
debate.
Sophomore Maddy Creps,
an Obama supporter, conceded
that Romney did indeed win.

"Obama should have been
better, he wasn't as strong as I
was anticipating," Creps said.
Associated
Students
senator Lindsey Phipps, a
Romney supporter, was pleased

until the debate.
"He
[Romney]
pulled
himself out of the gutter," Phipps
said
Sophomore
Andrea
Tunnard resonated a similar

"[Obama] needs to get his act
together• because if he keeps this up,
he s in big trouble
with Romney's performance.
"It was shocking," Phipps
said. "He actually did something
right in the media."
Phipps said that Mitt
Romney has received bad
media press all throughout his
campaign. She said that his "47
percent" comment, in which he
stated that 47 percent of America
is dependent upon welfare,
severely hurt his campaign up

sentiment.
She agreed that Romney
won the debate but argued that it
was easier for him to win since
he was the challenger. Tunnard
said that the the challenger is in
the position to attack the policies
of the incumbent.
According to Tunnard, this
debating easier for the chalenger
than it is for the incumbent
defending his policies.

"The incumbent has to
defend what they've done the
past four years," Tunnard argued,
adding that Romney "can attack
any failed policy."
Dominguez
mirrored
this argument saying that the
president does not hold total
legislative power and at times
cannot control whether his
policies are enacted.
"It's
all
about
how
you're going to negotiate with
Congress," Dominguez said.
Sophomore
Kelsey
Falkenberg was surprised with
Obama's loss.
"[Obama] needs to get his
act together, because if he keeps
this up he's in big trouble,"
Falkenberg said.
Nevertheless, Falkenberg
looks forward to the future
presidential events and to finally
voting on Nov. 6.
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Betas surf for spinal injuries
SURF, continued from Front
Page
signed by Rusty Preisendorfer.
Beta attempted to earn these
donations
through
raffles,
proceeds from, other participating
organization and surf teams
registration.
"Our goal was to raise
$5,000 but I don't think we hit
that since we were unable to
receive a donation item similar
to the surfboard," Littlefield said.
"I think it went very well.
It was bigger than last year and
that's always the hope because it is
all about raising funds for LRO,"
Beta's Recruitment Chairman
and junior David Bittner said.
"I think next year we will try to
make it even bigger and expand
it to other surrounding schools."
Local restaurant sponsers
including Urbane Cafe, Bare
Back Grill and Ruby's Diner
donated gift cards as raffle
prizes. Other big donations
were four waterproof iPods
from San Diego-based Waterfi
and a longboard from La Jolla

2012 AS election
results and interview
By Maria Yakovleva
Residential
Camino and Founders
Halls
Lauren D'Agostino

Surfshop.
Many campus organizations
set up booths at Surf As One to
help raise donations for LRO. Six
sororities including Alpha Chi
Omega, Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha
Phi, Gamma Phi Beta, Kappa
Alpha Theta and Kappa Kappa
Gamma had booths providing
refreshments, snacks, games and
other varieties of entertainment.
'"Get Refreshed with Alpha
Delta Pi' was a hit and we sold a
lot of water and lemonade" Alpha
Delta Pi's Recruitment Vice
"^President Sara Fleming said.
"My sisters and I really enjoyed
supporting Beta's Surf As One
event."'
This year there was a total
of 12 surf teams each made up of
four competitors. The registration
fee was a total of $40 and teams
were formed from San Diego
State
University, supporting
fraternities Lambda Chi Alpha
and Phi Kappa Theta and other
assorted individuals within the
San Diego community.
"Competing in Surf As One
is a very humbling experience,"

David Bittner/TheVista

A contestant carves a wave at Mission Bay for Beta's "Surf As One" philanthropy event.

senior Alex Shusko said. "It is
hard not to think about the people
that are affected by spinal cord
injuries, which is a motivating
factor to surf as well as you can.
It is great to see how many people
come to support the cause."

"The biggest difference
this year was the amount
of participation from other
organizations,"
Beta's
Community Outreach Chair and
senior Alex Elizarraraz said.
"I'm really happy to see that this

Getting to know your Maher
senator:

KERNU GUTUTALfl
The Vista: Why did you want
to become a student senator?
Keanu Gututala: So I can get
involved and meet new
people at USD.

TV: Who has been your
biggest influence in your life?

Missions A & B
Brock Wilson and Courtney
Atienza

KG: My dad, he has great

Maher Hall
Keanu Gututala

TV: What past leadership

Alcala Vista Apartments
Tiffany Aceves and Rristen
Daus
Commuter
Alyssa Brans, Bryan
Fernandez-Oquendo, Sean
Judge, Marina Laparte,
Gavin Lightner, Nathan
Phillips, Lindsey Phipps,
Gabriella Russo
College of Arts and Sci
ences
Brooke Belanger, Lauren
Fisher, Brittany Howard,
Jordan Jackson. Huda Ko~
hin, Mauricio Lopez, Molly
Mechammil, Erica Neder
end and Dom Pera
Engineering Program
Louis Benson

values that I look up to.

experiences have you had?
KG: I was captain of many
athletic teams in high school,
such as kayaking, paddling
and football.

TV: On a more relaxed note,
what is ah interesting fact
about you?
KG: I can speak Hawaiian and
dance the hula.

TV: What ideas do you have
for the AS senate?
KG: I have a lot of them. We
need a tram to the beach, an
on-campus beach volleyball
court, later hours for many
places and also more student
lounges.

*he»
cK l°f

TV:What tips for success do
you have for other aspiring
leaders?
KG: Meet as many people as
you can. Get connected. Get
involved.

Vista1-1-

successful event can translate to
something as good as a donation
for such an amazing foundation.
Just relaying the message of
how good of a cause this is is
something we should strive for
next year."
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Extreme

315
By Nathan Heller

International Ccnte

I had a high school friend who,
M-F 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
for the first few years I knew him,
was known as a "closet bro". In
order to understand this term, we
have to break down its elements:
a "bro" is typically defined as a
young, white male who drives
a lifted pickup truck and enjoys
watching or participating in
motorbiking events. Bros are often
seen wearing specific clothing
brands like Metal Mulisha and
Monster Energy, coupled with
saggy shorts and star tattoos.
Due to the mysterious stigma
attached to bros, my friend
carefully obscured his bro-ness
by choosing Volvo over Ford and
associating with fellow motor
sports enthusiasts after school. I
too was influenced by this negative
image and so never exposed
myself to the vibrant subculture of Bulletin board showing the different countries to study abroad in
risking your neck on wheels.
Since high school graduation
five years ago, my friend has
continued to involve himself
in
extreme
sports
through
professional photography. Last
month, he attended the annual
Interbike Convention in Las Vegas
to sample the latest gadgets in
horizons, so if I knew someone
By Jordan Ondatje
the sports biking industry. While
there, he watched the premiere of
had done that, it would definitely
"Where the Trail Ends," a film by
impress me," said Cross. "Having
Red Bull Media which follows a
Among the many reasons a better understanding of the
group of progressive mountain to choose USD as an incoming global economy and another
bikers around the world.
freshman is the exceptional culture is always a plus."
The
full-length
movie
reputation for
undergraduate
Intersession programs give
featured footage of nature stunts,
study
abroad
programs.
According
students
the opportunity to
or those performed on naturally
to
the
USD
International
have
this
experience
in a short
formed trails, jumps and hills.
amount of time. They are three
Sometimes this means pedaling Center, the school ranks first
straight off the side of a cliff and in the nation for undergraduate weeks long and take place during
down a near-vertical slope. As a participation in study abroad Christmas and summer breaks.
result, riders often sustain much programs. All students are offered They are wonderful opportunities
more than scratches or bums, approximately 80 different study for the students who cannot or
leading to some controversy. Even
abroad opportunities in over 35
i4
i
so, they continue to come back and
different countries.
pull off some of the most inhuman
Studying in a different
stunts known to man. What drives
country
is
an
invaluable
them to continually push the
boundaries of mountain biking, experience that is seen as a
especially to the point where it priority for many undergraduates.
would threaten their lives?
Because of this, the international
Although I'm not a thrill center at USD encourages and
seeker myself, I am nonetheless helps all students find a program
fascinated by this adrenalinethat works for them. Besides the
based lifestyle which so many
many
personal reasons that people
seem to strive for. From a
prehistoric perspective, could this have for choosing to study abroad,
be some sort of replacement for it is also looks great on a resume. don't want to study abroad for
.the "rush" that early humans felt Any international study enhances an entire semester. The courses
while hunting? I wouldn't put it student resumes by showing in the intersession programs are
past us.
interests in travel and cultural generally taught by USD faculty
This isn't amateur, though, it's experiences.
and can help students to fulfill
keeping in touch with the human
Nancy Cross, who has their course requirements in a fun
side of extreme sports. Other
reviewed resumes for many years, and exciting way. Junior Bridget
sports bikers and motorists choose
speaks
very highly of studying Laroche, went to Argentina during
to ride on manmade structures or
abroad.
She was the events intersession earlier this year and
through rings
of pyrotechnics,
but little innovation goes into director for Kapalua, the vice said that it was an experience she
the flesh-and-dirt
approach. I'm president of Maui Land and Pine, will always remember.
glad to admit that my perspective and the tournament director for
"The
availability
of
on bros has been changed for the PGA tour in Maui.
intersession classes" abroad is
the better, making room for an
"I did it myself and I saw what makes the USD study
unbiased appreciation of extreme
how valuable it was for me to abroad programs so amazing,"
sports. Even still, I have no plans
grow as a person and broaden my said Laroche. "It's a great way to
to buy a pickup truck.
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The even and odd of study abroad

A summer versus intersession perspective
get exposure to different cultures
for people who may not be able to
go abroad for a whole semester.
For me, it was an unforgettable
experience."
While
semester
long
programs offer more immersion
in the culture than intersession
programs,
many
students
are not able to go abroad for
entire semesters because of the
requirements in their chosen
major. This is when intersession
is
a
particularly
effective

Aside from the fact that
spending a semester abroad
allows students to fully immerse
themselves in a new culture, it
can also be a character building
experience."

The views

compromise; Students are still
able to complete their major
requirements without missing out
on an incredible experience.
With that being said, students
who are able to study abroad for
entire semesters should strongly
consider doing so. A three-week
long program simply cannot
replace four months in a foreign
country. With only three weeks,
it is nearly impossible to take
advantage of everything a country
has to offer. There is simply too
much to see and do, and not
enough time.

Aside from the fact that
spending a semester abroad
allows students to fully immerse
themselves in a new culture, it
can also be a character building
experience. Spending a semester
in another country forces young
people out of their comfort zones
and into another world where
they must learn to adapt. Often,
students who study internationally
for a whole semester hone their
speaking skills in the local
language, make lifelong friends
and learn more about themselves
along the way. They could not
possibly get as much out of their
abroad experience in a mere three
weeks.
Having participated in a three
week long study abroad program
in Spain, I know that it is a great
compromise for some students.
The three weeks are exciting
and interesting, and they can
give students a taste of what it's
like to live in a different country.
However, I felt that it was too
short a time period to experience
all that the country had to offer.
The schedule was hectic and fast
paced, lacking enough time to do
everything I had planned to do.
Given the opportunity, I would
definitely choose to spend more
time in Spain so that I could
immerse myself in the culture
and see more of the country. The
experiences one can have in three
weeks simply cannot be compared
to the experiences they can have
in four months.

expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Social media and political campaigns
Using Facebook to attract young voters in the 21st century
By Marie-Angelique Bash
Barack Obaraa has made
good use of the power of social
media. Not only does he have
his own Facebook page, blog,
website,
YouTube
channel,
Linked In account, and Flickr
account, his Twitter account has
over 20 million followers. He has
used these tools to communicate
information and share his views
with the public.
Americans need to get
more involved in the election
process. Facebook has made it
easier to take action in ways like
volunteering, donating money,
participating in discussions and
even simply reposting tweets,
photos and articles.
Most people are aware of
the president's social media
savviness, but whether or not it
leads to actual votes is difficult
to determine. University of
California San Diego has recently
released a study which examines
whether or not social media
affects voter turnout. On election
day, a message showed up on
60 million people's Facebook
newsfeed depicting pictures of
friends who had voted, a tally
of how many people had voted
so far, information on where to
vote, and an "I voted" button to
click on. About 600,000 people
received this message without
the pictures attached, and another
600,000 users did not receive any
message at all.
The study was led by James
Fowler, a professor of political
science in the University of
California San Diego Division
of Social Sciences and of
Medical Genetics in the School
of Medicine. Fowler said that
social media use spurred 340,000
people to vote who normally
would not have. These 340,000
voters are categorized into two

social influence groups: direct
and indirect. Fowler says that
approximately 60,000 people
who saw the message decided to
vote when they normally would
not have.
Fowler "found that the
friends of people who received
these messages
were more likely to vote than
the friends of people who saw no
messages at all." He attributes
280,000 new voters to indirect
friend
influence. "This is just
extraordinary because what this
means is the indirect effect was
actually much larger than the
direct effect," Fowler said. "For

every one person the message got
to the polls, it got four of their
friends to the polls."
Fowler later cross-checked
voting records with Facebook
users' information and found that
many people who claimed that
they had voted via the "I voted"
button had not actually gone
to the polls. He says that those
who did not see pictures of their
friends voting were less likely to
vote, and that our close friends
have the biggest influence on us,
which does not really come as
much of a shock.
"The 10 closest friends on
Facebook, the ones you're most
likely to have a face-to-face

relationship with, drove the whole
effect," said Fowler. "And what
this means is that yes it's true that
online networks affect real world
behavior. But the way they do it
is by stimulating the real world
networks we've always had
before Facebook existed."
Dr. Bradley Bond agrees,
saying that the media and its
numerous social networking
options are certainly changing
how involved people are in the
presidential campaign process.
However, we are still more likely
to trust information heard from
a close friend rather than an
unfamiliar source, even if that
source is a credible one.

An arsenal of social media
mastery is not the answer to every
politician's prayers; research
shows that only about 8 percent
of voters are converted to the
opposing side.
Social media
largely just reaffirms our pre
existing beliefs. We like having
confirmation that our opinions
and beliefs are 'right' or 'good,'
so we are naturally drawn to
mediums that support them, such
as certain Facebook friends'
statuses, television channels,
and television shows. Having
this support strengthens our
own beliefs, while opposing
arguments are largely discredited
and written off.

Students Michael Fox, Sara Leitheiser and Nathan Phillips in Copley Library.
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Olin Hall parking lot already full in the early morning.

One more ticket: a parking nightmare
By Benjamin Compton

Who
doesn't
love
a
successful three hour studying
session? With a few side
conversations that maintained
the groups' happiness and
countless moments of epiphany
about the material, everybody
can leave the study session
feeling that much better.
This is what college is about,
coming together to work hard
and learn. What a picture perfect
higher education moment. After,
my successful group study, I
was confident enough about
being prepared for the midterm
that it put me in a happy mood.
I offered everyone a ride back
from the University Terrace
Apartments down to the Valley.
The
smiles
quickly
diminished as soon as our
prepared posse left my dorm
and turned to the parking lot.
A light red ticket welcomed us.
Actually, it wasn't as official as a
ticket. It was a light-red citation.
I was 'awarded' by paying $50
for a parking citation provided to
me by parking services.
Usually, students complain
that teachers are out to get them.
Usually, these students are just

finding some excuse for their
work. So, I won't throw out the
silly notion that Parking Services
are out to get us students, and
teachers, and staff.
After
discussing
how
we both received tickets, my
professor and I decided that
parking at USD just isn't
that good, great, logical or
acceptable. Maybe it is a way the
school tries connecting all of its
students and professors?
Let me elaborate with my
own personal story. First off, I'll
inform you that currently, I am
a tad bit biased. I have received
five tickets in less than two
weeks. For now, let us focus on
the most recent. The UTA's host
more than 100 upperclassmen.
There are 12 parking spots
reserved for these 100 students.
So, roughly eight students could
share one spot, or 88 of us could
find parking elsewhere.
Let's dwell into the first
option. Us students could share
the spot, such as a first come,
first serve basis. If there is a
vacant spot, free feel to park
there. That's how parking works
at every other residence area, so
this seems reasonable.
Now with the second option,
88 of us can venture out of the

USD campus and find parking.
This is the option we are forced
to choose. Unfortunately, there
arise a few problems with
this. The only spots are a few
competitive parallel spots. And
come on, parallel parking is not
a breeze. If anything, it's a major
gust.
Also, I'm willing to bet that
the safety of our cars declines
the further away we get from
campus. The only thing worse
than seeing a light-red citation
on your car window would be
seeing no window at all. Public
safety does not patrol these
nearby streets.
But back to my personal
story, if you haven't guessed it,
I chose option one. I decided to
park in the many vacant spots.
I did so for four weeks. My
justification was that I wasn't
the only one to do so. It could
be argued that I jumped on the
bandwagon. Well, middle school
dances were only fun once one
couple started dancing, and then
another followed, and the next.
I felt like I just joined the
dance. I saw my friend's cars
parked there, all with the same
parking permit. These beautiful
red permits sang out "Resident
Parking." It was the 'cool' thing

to do, and let's be honest, no one
memorizes the parking services
manual. We learn by observing
our surroundings.
Well, this was one lesson
that I shouldn't have learned
through observation. I got a
nice citation. So, at this point,
I respected that I truly had
parked where I shouldn't. I then
proceed to option number two.
My Honda Accord was moving
out. It was no longer welcomed
in the UTA parking. It was cast
out. I did find it a new home
though in the mysterious streets
like Goshen and Mildred Street
that ran by the resident structure
Once comfortably in its new
home, my car received four City
of San Diego tickets within two
weeks. I received two for not
turning my wheels correctly on
a hill and two for parking in an
area longer than two hours.
Anyone could easily look
at this and say it's my fault that
I wasn't obeying the laws of
parking. I will acknowledge that
they may be right, but that isn't
the point.
The point is that because of
the terrible lack of safe parking
options, us UTA residents must
go forth into the free-for-all
environment just to find a place

to rest our cars. The school
hasn't allowed us a safe place.
We politely ask them to please
give us more options.
I understand that college
is about learning. And I have
definitely learned where to not
park. But unfortunately for
many of us, we have to also pay
for college to learn. And now
for many of us, we have to pay
to learn where not to park. The
school might as well add the cost
of future citations into the room
and board payment.
It is nice that through all
these tough dealings with parking
services, we can all become kind
of one disappointed family. We
can come together and share our
'pleasant' stories of citations.
Although,-, something tells me
that parking services won't
be invited to the family BBQ.
Please school, give us more
options, and we will invite your
child, the Parking Services, to all
of our future cookouts.
USD, please hear our cries
and address your dedicated
students concerns about parking.
We would like to talk now, not
after we have received your
tickets. Please don't let us pay
for this type of education. Let's
solve this one together.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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T-Opinions: Best daily class schedule

Alyssa Black

Anthony Constantino

Taylor Miller

Cory Smith

Danielle Divittorio

Sophomore

Freshman

Sophomore

Sophomore

Sophomore

like to have all my classes
clumped together just to get
t over with, and so I don't
lave to stay on campus all
day long. It is just more
convenient for me to be able
o work off campus as well.

I
definitely
prefer
classes clumped together
throughout the day. I like to
have long study hours rather
than an hour of dead time in
the middle. I become very
distracted during this time.

I like to have my classes
clumped together because
I live off campus and I
don't really have anywhere
to spend my breaks. If I
do have breaks I get really
hungry and distracted.

I live off campus and
it's inconvenient to wait
on campus for awhile in
between classes. Driving
back and fourth from my
house to campus is a lot of
gas, and that is money.

I prefer to spread out my
classes because it gives me
more time to get homework
done throughout the day. As
an added bonus, I am not
taking tests back to back
during midterms.

The following article is a paid column written by Associated Students and reflects the views that they hold. The Vista does not necessarily agree with the views expressed here.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Trailblazers to Changemakers: Preparing our Students for
Future Opportunities
Learn how students can create professional and personal
opportunities by blazing their own trail.
©Douglas F. Manchester Conference Center, (2:45-3:45, 4-5pm)

Toreros, Tunes, and Dinner
Join students, parents, and alumni for an outdoor gourmet buffet
dinner while enjoying live music. Casual attire.
@SLP, Plaza Mayor (6-8pm)
Cost: $20 for adults, $10 for students/youth (12-17 yrs)

Student Concert
Join students at their annual fall concert featuring the band, Imagine
Dragons, hosted by Associated Students.
©Torero Way in front of the Hahn University Center
(6:30-10pm)
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Kayaking
Experience ocean kayaking in La Jolla. For questions and reserva
tions, call Outdoor Adventures at (619) 260-4709. Cost: $45 per
person. *Meet at La Jolla Shores
(9:30-10:30am and 10:30am-12pm)

Football Tailgate and Picnic
Enjoy food, beer, games and activities for all ages. Then follow the
Associated Students Golf Cart Parade to USD's football game vs. Camp
bell University. The Marine Band San Diego will perform live at 2 pm.
Cost: $25 adults; $8 USD students; $10 youth (12-17 yrs). Must be 21 +
years to enter beer garden. Photo ID required.
©USD Law School Parking Lot (11am-2pm)

Alumni and Family Closing Mass
The Torero Parents of the Year will be announced during this wonderful
U S D t r a d i t i o n . C o m p l i m e n t a r y r e f r e s h m e n t s will b e s e r v e d f o l l o w i n g
mass. The classes of '57, '62, '61, '72, '77, '82, and '87 will be recognized
with a Reunion Class Processional.
©Founders Chapel, 10:30am
.

AS briefs about
Homecoming and
family weekend
By Samantlia Finegan
The month of October has
much to offer: cooler weather,
pumpkin
lattes, Halloween,
Homecoming
and
Family
weekend, of course. From Oct.
12 to Oct. 14, students, alumni
and families will be able to spend
a fabulous weekend at USD and
attend many great events.
So, don't hold back. Now
is' the perfect time to enjoy a
fun, relaxing weekend at one
of the most beautiful campuses
California has to offer. USD will
yet again be providing its students
with many opportunities, and it's
best to take advantage of them
before midterms come with full
force.
Participating
in
Homecoming
and
Family
Weekend is a great beginning not
only to the school year, but also
to the rest of your USD career
and beyond. This Saturday, USD
alumni from the 1950s and 1960s
are having dinner with President
Mary E. Lyons, which shows
how strongly connected people
feel to this school even after
many decades.
USD recognizes more recent
graduates as well, as exemplified
by the 5th reunion celebration

it will be holding for the class
of 2007 at Sandbar Sports Grill
in Mission Beach. It's obvious
through events like these that
USD is dedicated to making its
students feel welcome from the
minute they step foot on campus
to the minute they return to it,
even fifty years later.
The fact that Homecoming
Weekend also serves as Family
Weekend reflects another great
opportunity: to share your "other
home" with your family. When
I did this with my family, I first
took them to the Student Life
Pavilion. My parents couldn't
believe that our dining hall was
serving glazed pork with herbinfused cous cous at "The Secret
Ingredient", while my younger
siblings stuck every fruit possible
into the chocolate fountain.
They
were
equally
impressed with La Gran Terraza,
where I pointed out the view
overlooking the valley and
Missions A housing. The tour
also included the reflection pool
at the IPJ, the "Harry Potter"
room at Copley Library and the
gorgeous Immaculata church.
There are so many things you
can share with your family, so
make sure to take advantage of
USD's Homecoming and Family
weekend.
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AS columns are printed in The Vista every two weeks.
For more information and any questions about this section
please email tcabalse@usdvista.com.
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The days of CD collections and even MP3 players are beginning to disappear behind us for good. Online music streaming
giants Pandora and Spotify are redefining music as both a commodity and a passion for the next generation of listeners.
With this in mind,The Vista has set out to determine where each service excels and where they hit a sour note. As internet
and data usage hits an all-time high, these technologies are becoming more relevant than ever. Just press play.

Q

Stay in
the loop
Follow

PANDORA

internet radio

USABILITY

USABILITY

As far as usability goes, you can't get any more convenient than Pandora.The California-based internet radio service will remember
all the custom stations you create while logged in, so you never have to take any extra steps once you've set yourself up. At the most
basic level, all you need to do is open Pandora and it will immediately begin playing music from your last selected playlist. On the
computer, this is almost always faster than installing a program and going through all the steps associated with that process. On a
mobile device, it means less finger tapping and more listening.

Spotify functions through an interface similar to iTunes. From the left, users can select from playlists, constructed by themselves or by
other users. Users can also choose to search for an artist, playlist or track. On the right-hand side of the screen, the songs currently
being streamed by Facebook friends are shown on the right.This allows users to listen to songs together, and to see what is trending
among others.

Song selection

Song selection

On paper, Pandora's song selection is rather disappointing, considering the competition. Wired Magazine recently published
an article comparing the library sizes of Pandora and Spotify, and the results are almost enough to leave Big P behind for good.
According to Wired, Pandora offers approximately one million songs, while Spotify boasts nearly 16 times as much. One million
versus 16 million is not a difficult choice to make. On the other hand, it is difficult to spot this seemingly major discrepancy outright, as
Pandora users only see one song at a time.

Spotify allows users to choose which songs they'd like to listen to themselves. You can search from its library and pull out practically
whichever song you'd like to listen to from most any artist. Some limitations exist, wherein particular tracks - especially from more
recent albums - are not able to be accessed, even with Spotify's premium subscription. In contrast to Pandora, the ability of a user to
pick a particular track or discography is chief among its appeals.

Features
The Music Genome Project works to determine your musical DNA, so to speak. Through your feedback, Pandora selects songs
deemed most suited to your taste. By continuing this process over the course of weeks, months and even years, Pandora can cultivate
a very personalized listening experience, and therefore a very enjoyable one. Instead of choosing a radio station based on genre,
Pandora users create playlists based on artists, albums or songs. It's much easier to find music that fits your mood by thinking in terms
of similar songs and artists rather than vague, overarching themes.

Advertisements
Both of Pandora and Spotify's free versions inflict advertisements upon listeners. Since we're budget-friendly by nature in this stage
of our lives, we won't be considering the paid versions, however attractive they may be. On the computer, Pandora's website includes
both visual and audio ads, but since we are looking elsewhere the majority of the time, the former isn't much of an issue. When
comparing the two services, we found that Pandora's ads are generally shorter than Spotify's, but tend to occur more often.

Features
While Spotify requires installation of its application in order to function, in contrast to Pandora, it does offer mobile access with a $9.95
per month subscription. At the cost of one album off of iTunes, a vast and encompassing library of music is at the disposal of premium
users. They can listen to songs at home, on the road, or wherever they find themselves to be, provided there is wireless access.
Without internet, tracks made available offline can be enjoyed, provided they are downloaded through the Spotify application.

advertisements
Spotify has ads every few songs, much like Pandora, though they disappear with the premium subscription. Ads are not able to be
skipped or muted, which makes their presence particularly distracting. Visually, Spotify is more disruptive than Pandora because it
opens full-screen ads when you click away from the program window. This forces you, once again, to consume advertised content
whether you like it or not.
Cathy Nguyen/The Vista
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Bailey the chiddler: student cellist
By Kristin Dubble

By Blanca Torii
Have you seen the video
on Facebook before you log in?
Facebook is like chairs.
It has an error, though.
Facebook is not necessary in the
way that chairs are necessary.
Another point from analysts is
that chairs do not necessarily bring
people together. So on one hand
the comparison of Facebook and
chairs is faulty, and on another, the
premise of chairs and conhecting
people.
Facebook is not essential for
survival. It's not food or water,
which seemed to be the message
of the video. People can sit on the
ground and talk with others. They
can do without chairs. They can
do without Facebook. Doorbells,
airplanes, bridges: Facebook says
in the video that they are equal to
all of these.
I wasn't planning on writing
about the Facebook video. I was
supposed to write about fashion
week. Then I saw this video and it
didn't click.
To further explain the video,

the CEO, who everyone knows
so well, said that Facebook is
what brings us together. It brings
meaning to our lives. I know people
who would say the opposite for
both points. Of course Facebook is
a useful tool in connecting us with
people world's over.
Back to the video, which
says that Facebook has one billion
accounts that are active at least once
a month. Facebook is undoubtedly
a part of our culture regardless of
whether we are members or not.
Then, what is culture—what
is arts and culture? Bear with me
while I go in a tedious circle. It's
easy to group terms like "films" and
"music" under the section. When
you stop and try to define it beyond
that, that's where it gets tricky.
It's with arts and culture
that humans have distinguished
themselves from other species. I
hear that elephants can paint and
dolphins have a form of singing.
This aside, it's not necessary like
food, water or shelter, it's something
extra. People often turn to the arts as
a form of alteration: for distraction,
inspiration, education, decoration,
release or pleasure.
As a professor recently said,
we need distractions.
We are not an army of ants-where ants follow suit in order
to survive-we as humans love to
distinguish ourselves from one
another. There are cultures within
cultures. Take a student entering
college. That student will most
likely want to belong to something,
like AS or RHA. That person is
looking for his or her own culture.
In the larger view a college student
is already part of the college culture,
then inside are the subcultures.
Ants may have hierarchies, but they
don't divert from the routine way of
living.
On the flip side, it's some
people's bread and water, not their
extra. They're called "artists."

Bailey Gordon is a cellist and
burgeoning composer. She's also
a sophomore at USD majoring in
music on a full scholarship. Last
weekend she performed in her
first solo performances on campus
under her current instructor Dr.
Angela Young. Accompanied by
the Greater San Diego Community
Orchestra, Gordon played Camille
Saint-Sa ens, Cello Concerto No.l
in A minor, Op. 33.
Before
her
performance
Gordon seemed calm yet at the
same time very focused.
"I don't let myself get nervous
until about five minutes before I
go on," Gordon said.
Gordon made a strong
entrance in her floor length ball
gown, waltzing across the stage.
All eyes were on the performer
before she started playing.
It's no wonder that Gordon
has such command on stage. She
is a very experienced musician
who started at the age of eleven.
During the San Diego native's
senior year of high school she
was also in the second stand in
the San Diego State University's
symphony orchestra.
Part of what makes Gordon's
story so inspiring is that up until
her senior year of high school
she was almost completely a selftaught musician. She received
limited guidance from her high
school orchestra and the East
County Youth Symphony. The
symphony is where Gordon first

made her mark four years ago and
remains the principal cellist today.

rioto courtesy of bailey Oordon

Accomplished student cellist Bailey Gordon performs at Balboa Park

She has also played with a
number of large music ensembles
such as the Greater San Diego
Community Orchestra and smaller

ensembles at weddings and events.
During the summers she interns
with the San Diego Symphony's

Artistic Department working back
stage with artists and for the rest of
the year works with the Education
and Outreach department.

At USD Bailey participates
in many of the music program's
small ensembles as well as the

Gamelan Ensemble. On top of an
18 unit course load, Gordon still
finds the time to practice three or
more hours a day.
"Around concert times I can
practice anywhere from seven
to eight hours," said Gordon. "It
can sometimes become difficult
to time manage efficiently,
especially with all the distractions
of college."
Like any other college student
Gordon enjoys time to relax
and unwind. She has a permit to
street perform in San Diego's
Balboa Park during her free time.
Locals and tourists know her as
"Bailey the Chiddler", with her
crazy costumes and cheery Celtic
performance style. A "chiddler" is
a cellist that fiddles.
"Most of the time when
people hear the word 'fiddle', they
automatically think violin and not
cello," said Gordon. "I discovered
the name chiddler at one of the
summer camps I attended and it
has stuck ever since."
Bailey "chiddles" almost
every weekend in the park either
in front of the Botanical Gardens
or on the main avenue, The Prado.
So far Bailey has really
grown from and appreciated her
experiences at USD. She says the
individualized attention she gets
at USD is incomparable to any
instructing she has received so far.
During her junior year she hopes
to have the opportunity to study
abroad in Ireland to really perfect
her "chiddling" style. After she
graduates she hopes to attend
Grad School to ultimately fulfill
her dream of writing film scores
for TV shows and movies.

Book review: how to lose a girl
Review

of author JunotDiaz's "This Is How You Lose Her

By Chelsea Perera
MM g

Last month, Pulitzer Prizewinning novelist Junot Diaz
released a collection of short
stories titled "This is How You
Lose Her." The author also wrote
"Drown" and the tour de force
that is "The Brief Wondrous Life
of Oscar Wao". In his most recent
novel, Diaz writes about love,
heartbreak and the unique malefemale paradigm of working class
life and Hispanic culture in his
new novel.
The novel begins as the
protagonist, Yunior, describes
his breakup with his longtime
girlfriend, who is possibly the
love of his life. Although clearly
deeply in love with her, Yunior
can't escape the playboy mindset
he claims is implemented in every
Dominican man and inevitably
cheats on her with 50 women.
The first few chapters of the
novel focus on the aftermath of
her discovery; the ever-familiar
situation of "trying to make it
work." We've all been there, we
all know the routine. First the
communication slows to oneword answers, then goes the
intimacy and as things near the
end we begin to reminisce about
"when things were good" and
possibly drown our sorrows in
less than healthy ways.
Diaz's fragmented storyline
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Junot Diaz's "This is How You Lose Her," is the latest from the author who has received acclaim from critics.

then narrates stories of Yunior's
childhood, father and a woman
whose shaky relationship with
a withholding man is actually
a relief in comparison to the
hardships of working class life.
The machismo of the husbands
and fathers in these stories
offer insight as to why Yunior
succumbs to the slick-talking,

"player" persona, one that nearly
every male character in the novel
imposes upon himself, to prove
his own masculinity after years of
not fulfilling the expectations for
a "real" Dominicano.
The last vignette in the
collection describes Yunior's
struggle to get back on his
feet after the messy breakup,

undoubtedly leaving the reader
with questions answered. Past
the social commentary—almost
every story provides insight into
the lives of the restless poor and
cultural expectations of gender-Diaz relates with incredible
clarity that in the end love is
personal, hopeful and incredibly
powerful.
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Good people,
bad place
By Nazin Sedelii
The Old Globe's newest
show is "Good People", a play
set in South Boston. "Southie"
has been depicted in films like
"The Departed" and "Good Will
Hunting" as a tough place, an
Irish working-class neighborhood
with its share of crime and money
troubles. The play doesn't diverge
from these artistic representations
of the city; life in South Boston is
still depicted as being incredibly
difficult.
The plot is centered around
Margaret "Margie" Walsh (Eva
Kaminsky), a single mom who
has had anything but an easy
life. The opening scene shows
Margie negotiating to keep her job
as a sales clerk in a dollar store.
Margie is being fired
because
she frequently arrives late to
work.
She offers to have her pay
lowered. She tells the man firing
her, Stevie (James McMenamin),
a story about his mother. She
tells him that everyone thinks
he's gay because he plays bingo.
It's apparent that Margie knows
Stevie, that they have grown
up together. Stevie knows that
Margie has a daughter who can't
be left alone and a babysitter who
is never on time. But none of her
efforts pay off and Margie is fired
anyway.
We are introduced afterward
to her longtime friend, Jean (Carol

Halstead), and her landlady,
Dottie (Robin Pearson Rose). It is
in these preliminary conversations
that the tone of the play is set.
There will be harsh language,
blatant racist and homophobic
remarks and upfront discussions
concerning unemployment. Life
in Southie, as it is portrayed, is
definitely different than life here
at USD.
Mike (R. Ward Duffy), an
old friend from Southie who was
able to go to college and is now
a doctor, enters the picture at this
point. Margie contacts him to see
if he has a job available.
When they meet, Margie
sees that Mike is uneasy talking
about money. Yet, it's her sense of
desperation that motivates her to
continue asking about any possible
sources of income. Margie,
additionally, becomes more aware
that Mike has changed, that he has
forgotten or chosen to forget his
past.
"I'm sorry, it's not polite to
talk money is it? Us Southie folks
forget that sometimes," Margie
said.
Mike
states
repeatedly
throughout the play that he
is "comfortable" now, be it
financially or totally. Margie takes
offense at his comments about the
quality of his childhood life. When
he talked about the poor jobs that
his father worked, Margie pointed
out the fact that he not only had a
father, but that he had a father who
did work.
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The Old GlobeTheatre's most recent play "Good People" features South Boston.

"Just because life wasn't
comfortable doesn't mean it was
miserable," Margie said.
Margie and Mike cover a lot
of bases during the performance,
like class divisions and the
identity of Margie's daughter's
father. A lot of further questions
are posed. What makes someone
a "good" person? How much does
someone's past play into his or
her present? Are life's successes
rooted in luck or choice?
Maybe I have portrayed this

play was funny. It really was. But
I started to feel really guilty, really
fast. To me, it seemed as if I was
laughing at real peoples' very real
situations and I started to feel like
a horrible person.
Maybe it's because I'm not
from South Boston. Or because
I don't know what it's like to be
financially responsible for another
human being. Or because I don't
know what it feels like to make
self-deprecating jokes about the
possibility of having to live on the

piece in a light different than it's

street.

intended. The truth is that until
the last half hour, which was
criminally serious, the rest of the

In the end, Southie is a tightknit, interdependent place. And
while there isn't much closure

about the lives of the main
characters, the play does choose to
end on a happy moment.
It's a solid performance
featuring the great writing of
Pulitzer Prize winner David
Lindsay-Abaire, author of "Rabbit
Hole". I do think, however, that
if one has the option of attending
an Old Globe performance this
week, that "Allegiance: A New
American Musical" should be
seriously considered before this
one.

The Old Globe Theatre offers

$20 under 30 tickets for most
performances. Ticket purchase is
limited to four per transaction.

Foodie on a budget: there's always room for brunch
By Katelyn McCullough
What is the first thing you
think of when you want to "get
away"? Is it going to the beach
and enjoying the waves, or is
it finding a nice quiet room to
escape the world? For me, when
I want to get away, I think of
going out with some friends and
enjoying a new scene or cuisine.
This past Sunday was one of those
days where I wanted a break for
a few hours. I ventured down to
Pacific Beach with some friends
and tried JRDN in the Tower 23
Hotel. We found nice weather,
great food, but most importantly,
a place where we could relax and
not think about the outside world
for a few hours.
JRDN (pronounced Jordan)
is a restaurant in the Tower 23
Hotel that overlooks the ocean.
There is indoor and outdoor patio
seating. The entire restaurant
has a modern feel with light
grey interior and glass windows
everywhere. The outdoor patio
has a glass retaining wall through
which the ocean and boardwalk
can easily be viewed.
JRDN serves breakfast
through dinner, but there is also
a brunch menu for those who are
on the fence between accepting
it's afternoon and wishing it was
earlier.
The menu simply includes
breakfast and lunch. I was torn
between crab cake eggs benedict
and the Baja shrimp omelet, but
my love of shrimp ultimately
won out over my obsession with

hollandaise sauce.
The Baja shrimp omelet is
composed of peppers, avocado,
pepper jack cheese and shrimp,
with pico de gallo on top.
Rosemary breakfast potatoes
come on the side. They were
perfectly crisp, with just enough
saltiness. Accompanied by the
fragrant rosemary, it was a perfect
side.
As for the egg white omelet,
it was just as delicious. Cooked
with precision, the cheese was
perfectly melted. It was a perfect
foil for the interior of the omelet.
I wish I had a bigger stomach or
a faster metabolism, because I
wanted to eat the whole thing.
At JRDN they certainly
don't skimp on the portion size,
which is nice considering the
average price of a dish is $13.
While the beach is nice,
sometimes it just won't cut it
when trying to escape. So if
JRDN or Pacific Beach is not the
ideal place for a getaway, then
perhaps Hillcrest's Snooze is the
place.
Snooze is ideal for mellow
but fun vibes. At Snooze, there
will be no sleeping, because the
decor is eclectic, with brightly
colored booths and round tables,
and similarly colored high table
seating.
Snooze is known for their
breakfast food, including dishes
such as the Benny Del Mar,
eggs benedict with fresh crab,
hollandaise sauce, a romesco
sauce and instead of an English
muffin, a corn griddle cake. The
first time I ordered this, I split

P h o t o s Courtesy of Katelyn McCullough

Left: Snooze the restaurant in Hillcrest. Right: JRDN in theTower 23 Hotel in Pacific Beach.

it, but after taking my first bite I
wish I had just ordered the whole
thing for myself.
The restaurant also features
a variety of omelets and preset
combinations, but my favorite
part about the omelets is being
able to make my own. My
favorite combination is an
egg white omelet with onions,
peppers, asparagus and crab. It
may seem crazy that I would
choose to order something so
simple, but at Snooze, simple is
what they do best. My omelet is
perfectly fluffy that when I cut
through it with my fork, it slides
easily. Rather delectable for $10,
especially when it is a good-sized
portion and comes with a side of

hash browns.
However, the shining glory
of Snooze is their pancakes.
Snooze offers a variety of
pancakes, anything from the
Vermonter, a blueberry pancake
with blueberry maple syrup, a
crumbled streusel, and whipped
lavender butter adorning, to
Sweet Potato Pancakes topped
with homemade caramel, pecans
and ginger butter. Despite how
good these regular pancakes are,
my recommendation is to try
the pancake of the day. These
pancakes change daily and could
be anything from a chai latte
pancake with white chocolate
macadamia nuts, to a chocolate
peanut butter pancake. They

are always unique and never
disappoint. The best part is,
for those who don't want hash
browns with the meal, a pancake
can be subbed in instead ($13).
There are two downsides
to Snooze: the wait and their
operating hours. They are open
daily from 6:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
weekdays and 7 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
weekends, but with food this good
I wish they were open all day.
It is also very common
to have a long wait, at least 45
minutes. It is well worth the wait.
Although called Snooze, this
place isn't for those who wake
up late. It's for those who want to
start early with a cup of joe and a
pancake on their plate.
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"Sun Come Up" film shows at USD
By Stephanie Hoffpauir
USD presented the Academy
Award nominated film, "Sun
Come Up" last week in the Mother
Rosalie Hill Warren Auditorium.
Michael Catanzaro, director
of the University Ministry, and
its staff sponsored the event to
commemorate St. Francis, one
of the most venerated religious
figures in Catholic history that is
most famous for his dedication
to the poor, animals and the
environment.
"Sun Come Up" follows the
relocation of a young group of
Carteret natives from the tranquil
Islands of the South Pacific in
Papua New Guinea. The islanders
are the first assigned by Carteret
leaders to move away from their
ocean based life to a mainland 50
miles away called Bougainville.
The film
illustrates the
urgencies of action due to drastic
climate changes.
Unfortunately,
island
communities such as the Carteret's
will continue to disappear because
of the buildup in our atmosphere.
According to the International
Institute of Environmental and
Development analysis,643 million
people will suffer the permanent
effects of global warming if trends
aren't broken. In the U.S. alone,
23 million people will be affected.
The Carteret people are
faced with no choice but to
starve or leave their homeland.
Surprisingly, many stay put, afraid
to uproot.
With their flooded crops,
ruined lands and destroyed reefs,
the small community is forced to
survive on one to two coconuts per
day.
A native mother from the
Carteret community speaks for the
group.
"This is the way of life for

SUN COME UP
EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVE

Photo courtesy of "Sun Come Up"

"Sun Come Up" documentary is shown at USD, about the Cartaret people and global warming.

us," she said.
Once they go to the mainland,
the Carteret people will have to
relocate and adjust to the culture
of Bougainville. The violent
history of Bougainville with two
civil wars in the past half century
is only more fear to add to their
journey.
As they set foot on the
mainland they look around to
find the unwelcoming faces of the
Tinputzs people. It is clear they
are not welcome.
The Carteret people then find
peace after weeks of rejection and
fatigue. Here the Carteret people
begin their new way of life and are
"married" into their community.

They will no longer be called the
Carteret people but the Tinputzs
people.
The sound of waves, colorful
reefs and bathing in the sea
will only remain a figment of
their imagination as they travel

deeper through the mountainous
Bougainville in search of a home.
In November of 2009 the
Carteret people began their
courageous conquest across sea to
find five homes for five families
in a land deep within the jungles
of Bougainville. The remaining
thousands hope to relocate in the
next ten years.
The film
highlighted the
islander's simplicity and peaceful

way of life. They seemed so
happy within their communities in
adapting their own ways of living
apart from the influences of other
societies.
After the film, the room was
quiet and • eyes opened wide in
response to the documentary.
The panelists were welcomed
on stage and proceeded to speak to
the audience about
dangers in the future.
As a USD community we are
a "changemaker campus", which
means that we should be aware
of the surrounding urgencies. We
should look for any possible way
to make a difference.
One
speaker,
Michael

Catanzaro
the
Director
of
Sustainability, explains the actions
and default choices that USD has
taken for the common good. Some
of them include decreasing our
water usages and the electricity by
20 percent and using 5,000 solar
panels to conserve energy.
"We are a small piece but it
really sets an example," Catanzaro
said. "We have a responsibility for
climate change."
He addresses the tangibility
of the matter.
"Days after a rain are fresh
and clear but after about a month
the air is not so visible," Catanzaro
said. "How can we make people
think that this problem is
tangible?"
David Engel from the San
Diego Foundation explains the
future consequences that will
occur by the year of 2050 if
neglect occurs. He explains that
current conditions will continue
to get hotter and drier. Greenhouse
gases will continue to affect our
everyday lives including our
health, safety, and simple needs
like energy and water. By 2050 our
population is expected to grow by
50 percent to 4.5 million people.
Presently, these are the outcomes
that lie before us in the future if
matters aren't better taken care of,
according to Engel.
In closing with the open
discussions, Catanzaro encouraged
all of those to join USD's Air Walk
on Wednesday, Nov. 10., which
serves to promote the importance
of healthy lungs and air.
The first
panelist speaker
Cara McMahon explains that as a
society we rely on each other for
all issues of sustainability. The
first step is to simply take a look at
our own selves to make a change
instead of relying on others to take
action first.
"We are speaking to values of
compassion," McMahon said.
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Two electronic bands with saxophones
By Maria Yakovleva

This past Thursday, many
USD students headed downtown
to the House of Blues for the Big
Gigantic Concert.
The opening artist, Griz,
began to play around 9 p.m.
Griz, whose real name is Grant
Kwiecinski, is a talented DJ and
producer. The 21-year-old artist
from Detroit, Mich., is known
for his instrumental, electronic
music, in which he also plays
the saxophone. Griz travels the
U.S. playing at festivals such as
Electric Forest. He collaborates
with artists like Gramatik and Big
Gigantic.
In a recent interview with
Griz by Abboriginal Production
Company, the performer talks
about his experience as a DJ.
"Music is very much a
community thing, and I'm glad to
be a part of it," Griz said.
Watching
Griz
perform
is an intimate experience. His
passion flows through his music.
He dances and nods his head in
sync with the beat, even while
playing the saxophone. His killer
performance peaked with his
remix of Aerosmith's "Dream
On".
After Griz, Big Gigantic took
the stage. The dynamic duo made
up of Jeremy Salken and Dominic
Lalli is based out of Boulder, Colo.
Lalli, the producer, plays
the saxophone while Jeremy

and will end with a final concert in
Chicago on New Year's Eve.
The band's stop at the House
of Blues in San Diego was another
successful concert to add to their
resume.
Big Gigantic played
its most well-known tracks like
"I Need a Dollar", as well as its
newest song, "Let's Go!" which
was released on Sept. 21.
I was most impressed by the
improvisation of music during the
show. Fans saw talent and love
of music through Big Gigantic's
impromptu creation of songs.
Freshman Aidan Meehan's
favorite part of the show was
the intimate setting and unique
combination of the live saxophone
and drums mixed in with electronic
beats.
"The live instrumentation
added an extra dimension beyond
the traditional MacBook and
turntable setup that electronic
artists use," Meehan said. "That
made the show that much more
powerful."
Unlike other electronic music
shows, the atmosphere at Big
Gigantic's show was very relaxed
and mellow. The venue was only
about half full, but this provided
for extensive dancing room.
FTotos courtesy ot Griz and Big Gigantic
After playing for about two
Left: Griz enjoys his own show. Right: Big Gigantic plays the saxophone as part of his performance.
hours, Big Gigantic wished the
fans a goodnight and left the
Big Gigantic's music style at a wide set of festivals, such stage. They played about three
plays the drums. Known for their
high-energy performances, they can most closely be labeled as as Summerset Music Festival, more songs, and then both Salken
combine electronic beats with livetronica, which blends rock, Electric Forest and Ultra Music and Lalli came into the crowd for
the sounds of live saxophone jazz, funk and electronica. This Festival. They are currently on pictures and autographs. They
and drums. Their shows are also style of music is often referred to the Uprising Tour, which includes were both very easygoing, and
over 50 performances. The tour they even asked a few girls for
characterized by light shows and as 'trance fusion.'
Big Gigantic has played began in September in New York their phone numbers.
visuals to complete the experience.
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Bombay Bicycle Club
@HoB, 8 p.m.
Los Campesinos!
@Casbah, 8:30 p.m.

Smashing Pumpkins
Viejas Arena, 7:30 p.m.
Weezer
@Open Sky, 8 p.m.
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Get even Athlete spotlight: Dillon Checkal
By Paige Brewin

By Nick Dilonardo
Last Wednesday night, Mitt
Romney defeated Barack Obama
in the first presidential debate. In
full disclosure, I've been working
for the Obama campaign as an
intern and deputy regional field
organizer since this spring.
Romney came out with a
determination to be heard - even
at times over Obama, Jim Leher
and straight to the American
people. He was unapologetic in
his criticism and stared directly at
the president while he excoriated
his policies. Romney would have
been making eye-contact,save the
fact that the president refrained
from meeting his eye, as Megyn
Kelly of Fox News noted seeing.
"Mitt Romney [looked] mostly
over at President Obama when
making his points, and Obama
[chose] mostly to look at Jim
Lehrer or [look] down," Kelly
said.
In the spin-room of the
Democratic

establishment

following, Maryland Governor
Martin O'Malley said Obama
demonstrated
a
"dignified,
command
reserve." In
the
firestorm that followed Obama's
failure, Jon Stewart of "The
Daily Show" asked - through the
splicing of a video clip of Samuel
L. Jackson - for the President to
"wake the [explitive] up."
These remarks give occasion to
imagine what the antithesis of this
"dignified, command reserve"
would have looked like. What
would it look like for Obama
to evoke the same anger which
Jackson expresses in Stewart's
clip?
We may not have to only imagine
for long. Obama may no longer
have much of a choice. He may
have to return the gaze of Romney
in the next debate, and be willing
to make his point forcefully at
the same time. The power of
that image, of Obama looking
down in submission to Romney's
indomitable stare, would be in
stark contrast to an image of the
president aggressively rebuking
his opponent. Is that something
America is ready for? Is America
ready to see an angered black
man rebuke his white anglosaxon property-holding opponent
on prime-time television?
In the last election, Obama
faced an elderly former Navy
aviator war-hero. Being forceful
or aggressive towards a decorated
senior citizen would not have
played very well. Ready or
not, America needs to see the
president respond with anger. It
may cost him, but it surely could
not cost him any more than his
"dignified" loss of a week ago.

Senior and San Diego native
Dillon Checkal prepares for his
final season as a Torero on the
baseball team. He took some
time to sit down with The Vista
and reflect about his experience
as an athlete at USD, the
upcoming 2013 season, the new
stadium and what his future after
graduation may hold. He will
be graduating with a degree in
marketing and real estate.
Checkal's favorite moment of
his career as a Torero came
two seasons ago as conference
champions.
"I think my proudest moment
would be when we won the West
Coast Conference in 2010 and
set the record for best conference
record in WCC history at 19-2,"
Checkal said. "We had such a
tight group and it was great to
be a part of such an amazing
accomplishment with all of
them."
The team that year included
pitcher Sammy Solis, who was
drafted in the second round of
the major league draft by the
Washington
Nationals,
and
fellow draftee Kyle Blair, who
was picked up by the Cleveland
Indians. A total of ten players
were drafted in 2010. The
Toreros ended that season with a

15-9 record.
Checkal believes that the team
can reclaim that No. 1 spot in this
upcoming season if the believers
can leam from their strengths and
weaknesses.
"I think the best way to improve
from last season is to try to take
the positives from last year and
build off the negatives," Checkhal
said. "As a team we have a solid
amount of core returners with a
little more experience under our
belt. It should help us improve
much more in key games."
Of those key games, Checkal
went on to say that one is always
against rival Gonzaga, by virtue
of their home-field advantage.
"Their weather is usually
terrible and they actually draw a
solid crowd."
Drawing a crowd is something
for which USD athletics has never
been known, as Checkal knows
and noted. USD students love the
campus, but they are much more
likely to spend their weekends at
the beach than in the stands at an
athletic event.
"I think it's hard to build spirit
in a campus that's so small and in
a town that already has so much
to offer," Checkal said. "It's hard
to throw out incentives to come
support us, but you can come
watch a group of people you see
in class every day playing big

Courtesy of USD Athletics

Left: Checkal poses in team picture. . R i g h t : H e t a k e s a s w i n g ,
name schools and competing in of using the technique of positive
each game. Especially this year visualization will continue even
with the new stadium, it will be after the stadium is built.
"Baseball is a game where
fun to make it into a social event
to come out and support the getting too pumped up may
actually hurt you," Checkal said.
school."
The new stadium to which he "I think one of the best things we
refers will be called Fowler Park do before a game is laying down
will have lights for night games, a in our locker room, turning off
state-of-the-art clubhouse, suites the lights and picturing your best
and expanded seating to hold game. You can feel the energy in
3,000 people. Construction began the room between you and your
at the end of the 2012 season. teammates and it helps to focus
Checkal says he's most excited purely on playing your personal
about the ability to play night best to win a game for the guy
games in the new stadium.
next to you."
Baseball season kicks off on
The change of venue won't
change his pregame routine. Feb. 15 of this coming year in the
Checkal says that the team's habit new Fowler Park.

Women's soccer prepare for the Gaels
Bv Nick Dilonardo
The USD women's soccer team
heads into tomorrow's game
against the St. Mary's Gaels
coming off three consecutive shut
out wins.
In those shutouts, freshman
goalkeeper Mckenna Tollack
made fifteen saves, eight of which
came in her most recent match
against the Loyola Marymount
University Lions. The Lions
were able to put up fifteen shots
against the Toreros, but Tollack
was able to insure that none
were true, with the help of her
defense. The fifteen shots put up
from the Lions tripled the Torero
team's output by comparison. In
addition, the Lions took more
comer kicks than the Toreros as
well, 13-7. Despite facing more
shots and more comers, Tollack
and her defense clung to the clean
sheet.
That same defense took charge
on offense. Sophomore defender
Meghan O'Rourke took the
fateful free kick that put the
Toreros ahead, sliding the ball
into the box to senior defender
Dani Russell. With Russell's goal
in the 64th minute, she brought
her season tally to three, which
leads the Torero team.
After their fresh victory over the
Lions, the Toreros will be hoping
to continue their undefeated
streak in WCC against the Gaels
tomorrow.
Torero head coach Ada

ourtesy ofTJSD Athletics
Sophomore defender Meghan O'Rourke takes a kick and puts the ball into the danger area for theToreros.

Greenwood knows full well
the importanc of this match
up, especially in relation to the
Toreros' early season stumbles.
"Because we've had such a
poor start to the season and
we've thrown away a lot of good
opportunities," Greenwood said.
"We don't have any room to
slip up. We've put ourselves up
against the wall, and we've been
responding the right way."
Part of that response will no
doubt include closing down on
Sophomore midfielder Vicki
Shimkus. She was just named
WCC player of the week for
the Gaels, after a performance
against the Gonzaga University
Bulldogs that left her head coach
Kai Edwards describing her as
"the best player on the field."
Shimkus scored two goals, one
of them in overtime, to give the

Gaels the win. She leads her team
in goals with four, as well as in
shots with twenty-six. Despite her
noted ability, Greenwood wasn't
so quick to look at it as a matter
of shutting down one star player.
"Obviously, St. Mary's is a good
team, and we are more focused on
getting after them," Greenwood
said. "We'll have to watch the
video of the games we have and
focus at what they are good at and
try to prevent high percentage
opportunities in the final third.
Not to say we are going to be able
to stop any of their players, but
we'll have our tactical plan and
we'll try and execute it the best
we can."
The Gaels are currently
undefeated in WCC play, which
puts them on a collision course
with the Toreros, who have also
yet to lose in their conference

matches.
The match against the Gaels
up north in Moraga provides
the challenge of a road-trip
for the Toreros before a three
game home stand against the
Portland University Pilots, a
Pepperdine University Waves and
the Brigham Young University
Cougars. Toreros head womens
soccer coach Ada Greenwood
knows the importance of this
match-up before a set of four
games at home
The game against the Pilots
will be nationally televised,
courtesy of ESPNU. Against the
Waves, the Toreros will look to
avenge their season-opening 4-2
loss in Malibu on Aug. 18. The
Cougars have only lost one game
this year, against the University
of Utah Utes.
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Drake downs Torero football in Iowa, 38-10
By Nick Dilonardo

another drive lead by Piatkowski,
the Bulldogs went the full 28
yards in four plays to go up 14-0
The Torero football team by the end of the first quarter.
will look to rebound over
The Toreros got on the
homecoming weekend against scoreboard in the second quarter,
the Campbell University Fighting after Mills found sophomore wide
Camels after a tough loss to the receiver Brandon White on a twoDrake University Bulldogs this yard touchdown pass to put USD
past Saturday.
within one score after an 80 yard
The Toreros travelled to Des drive. However, the Bulldogs
Moines, Iowa for their matchup were able to quickly match the
against the Bulldogs, as part of score themselves.
their rigorous road schedule.
Though the Torero defense
Heading into the game, the was able to force a punt following
Toreros had yet to lose a Pioneer their touchdown score, the
League game. Four interruptions offense again turned the ball over
and two fumbles later, the Toreros on an interception. The Bulldogs
have suffered their first.
then went quickly down the
The Bulldogs opened the field spanning 57 yards to score
game with a five-yard touchdown off of a 40-yard completion to
pass from senior quarterback senior wide receiver Nick Rosa
Mik Piatkowski to senior tight from Piatkowski. After two
end Kevin Marshall to cap an critical interceptions, the Toreros
eight play, 66 yard drive. The went into halftime down by two
Bulldogs's drive lasted almost touchdowns. Luckily, the Toreros
four minutes, after having would be receiving the kickoff
received the ball following a going into the second half.
missed Torero field goal.
Unfortunately for the Toreros,
The Toreros then received soon after taking possession of
the ball back off of the kickoff, the football, they again quickly
but proceeded to hand it back turned it over, handing it to the
immediately. Junior quarterback Bulldogs again off of the third
Mason
Mills
threw
an interception of the day, who again
interception, giving the Bulldogs turned it into a touchdown score.
possession of the football on The Toreros then proceeded
the Toreros' 28 yard-line. After to receive another kickoff and

.ourtesy o
Running back Kenn James dodges Bulldog tacklers in losing effort to Drake University.

fumbled the ball after one play,
which was converted into a field
goal. Courtesy of Drake's lethal
field goal kicker, freshman Cam
Bohnert put the score at 31-7, in
favor of the Bulldogs.
Though Torero senior kicker
Ernie Collins was able to notch
a field
goal himself, Drake

followed it up with another long
drive, this time seven plays for
83 yards, capped off with an 18yard touchdown run from junior
running back T.J. James.
In a game in which the Toreros
turned the ball over six times,
possession of the football took its
typically central role in a game.

thletics

Though the loss will be no doubt
tough to stomach, homecoming
weekend offers a chance for the
Toreros to recharge with a victory
against the Camels, who stand
at 1-4. The Camels themselves
suffered a Sept. 29. loss at the
hands of the Bulldogs 35-7.

Volleyball defeats both the Waves and Gaels

Red shirt senior libero Kandiss Anderson celebrates victory alongside sophomore Alaysia Brown,

By Nick Dilonardo

After two tough games in four
days, the Torero volleyball team
scored back to back wins against
the St. Mary's College Gaels
and the Pepperdine University
Waves. With the victories, the
Toreros remain in sole possession

of first place in the WCC, having
fended off attacks from two
conference powerhouses. In both
matches, the Toreros won by a
score of 3-1.
Heading into the week, the
Torero volleyball team knew
they were slated to take on two
tough opponents. They were
to face the Gaels on national
television, courtesy of ESPNU on
Wednesday night, and the Waves

on Saturday. With the national
spotlight on, and an undefeated
record in WCC season play on the
line, assistant women's volleyball
coach Brent Hilliard stressed
the importance of staying in the
moment.
"The old adage 'one game at
a time' is in full effect this week,"
Hilliard said.
Besides the distraction that
playing on cable television might

offer, the Toreros needed to also
focus on the tendency and nature
of their opponents. Hilliard noted
that the nature of the Gaels'
offenses provided a particular
challenge to the Toreros, one
that required a specific focus
on the staging of their practice.
The coaches had their "second
team work on running St. Mary's
offense, which is very unique,"
according to Hilliard. While the
match-up with the Gaels required
adjustments in practice, the
cameras did not.
"Being on TV is nothing new
to our team as we have the TV
matches eVery year but it certainly
brings in better support usually,
which is great for the girls."
That support, while clearly a
boon at the Jenny Craig Pavilion,
would be little solace in their
away game matchup against
the Waves. With a bitter history
accompanying the trip, the Torero
women knew they needed a
dominant performance.
"With regards to the trip up to
Pepperdine, that too will be a huge
match for us. We have not beaten
them up there in a couple of years
so we know the importance of the
match on a number of levels,"
said Hilliard.
Luckily for the Toreros, a
dominant performance is just
what they got.
With four Toreros scoring
double-digit kills for the match,
the Waves were unable to key
in on any particular threat.
With
junior
middle hitter
Chloe Ferrari scoring 16 kills,

sophomore outside hitter Sandra
Lozic scoring 15, senior outside
hitter Carrie Baird scoring 14
and junior middle hitter Katie
Hoekman scoring 11, the women
were offensively versatile and
comprehensively dominant.
The Toreros have yet to lose a
match since their 3-2 loss to the
University of Southern California
Trojans back on Sept. 7., in an
away game at the Galen Center.
Since that point, it's been almost
exclusively 3-1 match wins
against every opponent, with the
sole exception of a 3-0 match
win against the Yale University
Bulldogs at the USD tournament
on Sept. 15.
With all of this success
behind them, the Toreros still
have tough matchups to come,
including tonight's match against
the Bulldogs. The Bulldogs are
coming off of a pair of losses to the
Santa Clara University Broncos
and University of San Francisco
Friars. If the Toreros can get past
the Bulldogs unscathed, they
will face the Loyola Marymount
University Lions on Saturday at
home, before leaving San Diego
to face the Friars next week.
As the season begins to slowly
draw to a close, each and every
game will hold more meaning.
With the specter of another
nationally televised game on
the horizon, this time against
the Brigham Young University
Cougars on Halloween, the
Toreros will look to build and
improve upon their outstanding
record thus far.

